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aucklandnz.com/major-events

As outlined in the Destination Auckland Recovery Plan,
events have a key role to play in supporting Auckland’s
transition to becoming a more resilient and sustainable
domestic and international destination following the global
impact of the COVID–19 pandemic.
Auckland Unlimited seeks to work collaboratively with the events industry to support the sustainable
growth of events in Auckland and maximise the economic, social and environmental benefits events
bring to the region.
Our activity is underpinned by a desire to deliver clear and measurable returns to Auckland. This
means targeting our events investment to activity that creates the greatest impact and provides value
for money.
There are three key contestable funds through which Auckland Unlimited invests in major and
business events.
▪ Major Programme: events which bring significant benefits from
outside Auckland. These events are larger scale, attracting 5000+
visitors, and often have an international focus. These events are
open to the general public

MAJOR
PROGRAMME
GUIDELINES

▪ National Programme: events which bring benefits from outside
of Auckland, but mainly from within New Zealand. These events are
open to the general public

NATIONAL
PROGRAMME
GUIDELINES

▪ Auckland Business Events Fund: business events that drive
visitation to Auckland and enhance the city’s reputation as a global
business events destination

AUCKLAND
BUSINESS EVENTS
FUND GUIDELINES
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Auckland Unlimited plays a significant
role in supporting the Major Events
Programme
Our support includes but is not limited to the following:
▪ Expert advice to support the development of growth or marketing plans
▪ Support to complete the Auckland Unlimited application
▪ A dedicated Event Facilitator to assist with consenting process, and
coordinate engagement with key city stakeholders
▪ Facilitating connections with other event organisers to promote learning,
development and opportunities for collaboration
▪ Providing destination content for marketing
▪ Supporting/facilitating programmes of activity for VIP guests
▪ Use of Auckland Unlimited marketing channels to support the event
▪ Delivering Auckland Unlimited leverage activity where applicable
▪ Supporting the event evaluation

Knowledge

Guidance

Support
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About the programme
The Major Programme is the key fund through which Auckland Unlimited
invests in events of an international scale. It is also the mechanism used to
distribute the anchor events component of the Regional Events Fund from the
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment.
The programme focuses on larger-scale events that have the potential to drive international as well as domestic visitation and generate
international media exposure for Auckland. These events showcase Auckland’s unique identity to the world, as well as making it a
vibrant and interesting region where people love to live, work and visit.
These events will inspire high levels of satisfaction, enhancing both local and international perceptions of Auckland, while also
providing a catalyst for people to travel to Auckland and extend their stay.
In addition to investing in Major Programme events, Auckland Unlimited may allocate a leverage budget to maximise the economic and
social impacts for Auckland through activations, leverage and/or marketing activity that is led and funded by Auckland Unlimited.
Events in this programme are often led by national governing bodies recognised by the relevant international federations and may
require a bidding process to win the rights to host the event in Auckland.
Given the scale of these events, organisers are encouraged to also apply to the NZ Major Events Development Fund if they meet the
eligibility criteria.
Objectives
The Major Programme supports event organisers to deliver world-class events that drive sustainable economic growth and promote
Auckland’s unique identity to a global audience.
Auckland Unlimited’s investment will be targeted with a specific focus on events that:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Promote tourism – increasing visitor nights, targeting high-value visitors, and increased tourism activity (particularly in the shoulder seasons)
Generate economic benefits for the region
Promote the key themes of the Auckland Place Brand
Contribute to a diverse range of events across the Auckland events landscape
Generate experiences not available elsewhere in Auckland or New Zealand
Generate legacy benefits for the region
Encourage visitors to explore areas outside of the city centre
Align to Auckland Unlimited’s sectors of focus including: screen and creative; food and beverage; technology; and circular economy
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Eligibility
To be eligible to apply for funding from the Major Programme, an event must meet the following criteria:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Drive visitation and/or media exposure from outside of New Zealand
Attract a minimum of 5000 attendees from outside the region (see the National Programme for smaller scale events)
Be a public facing event (and not a trade show or convention)
Commit to meeting the zero waste guidelines on zerowasteevents.org.nz or identify a minimum of three actions to move towards
being zero waste event in future
▪ Declare any additional funding or live applications from any other Auckland Council, or Auckland Unlimited investment programme
Eligible costs
Major international events often require the support of central and local government to be commercially viable and unlock the
potential benefits the events bring to the region. Where the event would not happen without Auckland Unlimited investment, the full
economic and social benefits from the event taking place are factored into our investment decisions.
When an event is commercially viable and would still be held without public funding, our investment will be targeted to additional
elements or new activity that can enhance the social, economic and other benefits for the region in line with the above objectives. This
activity must be above and beyond what the event would undertake without our investment. In these instances, investment decisions
will be based on the added value this activity generates.
Examples of eligible activity include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Strategic marketing/PR activity to increase domestic or international visitation
Addition of new elements to the event
Activity to create Auckland-exclusive experiences
Activity to showcase Auckland and/or promote tourism
Development of growth plans
Activity to increase the scale of the event
Initiatives that promote regional dispersal of visitors
Moving the event out of peak tourism periods
Initiatives to reduce the negative impacts the event might have on people, businesses or the environment including congestion,
disruption to businesses or disorderly behaviour
▪ Initiatives to support local businesses
▪ Initiatives to improve social outcomes for Aucklanders – volunteer opportunities, schools programmes
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Assessment criteria
Investment decisions will be predominantly based on the additional impact
generated by Auckland Unlimited’s investment as described above.
This is either the full outcomes of the event taking place or the outcomes of the additional activity. In both cases, the full range of
potential impacts the event generates will be assessed, including any negative impacts such as road closures, disorderly behaviour,
and any environmental impacts including noise and other pollution.
The assessment will also consider the event viability including organiser capability, growth potential/plans, and marketing activity.
Tourism
Economic

Profile

Social

Māori Outcomes

Business
Growth potential

Forecast growth

Financial sustainability

Commercial viability of the event

Regional identity

Extent to which the event supports the key themes of the Auckland Place Brand

Sectors of interest

Alignment with Auckland Unlimited sectors of focus:
•Creative (including screen)
•Food and beverage
•Digital/technology
•Green/circular economy

Media coverage

Quality and volume of broadcast and media exposure including social channels

Volunteering

Number of volunteers
Value of volunteer hours

Satisfaction

Level of satisfaction among event attendees

Pride in region

Attendee pride in the region resulting from the event

Participation

Opportunities for disadvantaged groups to participate

Education

Opportunities to up-skill the Auckland events industry
Education opportunities for Auckland residents

Accessible

Meeting standards of accessibility

Environmental

Supporting the Māori economy
Developing Māori capability
Celebrating and showcasing Māori culture
Participation opportunities
Mitigation strategies to minimise waste and limit the negative impact on the
environment/reduce the impact on climate change

Financial

Long-term business stability

Seasonality

Events that drive visitation outside of the peak tourism months

Genre

The spread of arts, cultural and sporting events in the Auckland Unlimited
portfolio and Auckland-wide event landscape

Regional spread

Regional distribution of the economic and social benefits

Economic
Social

Sustainability

Portfolio fit

Visitor nights
Contribution to regional GDP
Percentage and value of contracts awarded to Auckland companies
Impact on local/aligned businesses
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How and when to apply
Applications to the Major Programme can be submitted at any time, allowing
sufficient time for assessment, and approval.
If you wish to apply to the programme, the first step is to call and discuss your event with a member of the Major Events team at
Auckland Unlimited. Email majorevents@aucklandnz.com to request a call back.
Event organisers are expected to apply to the Major Programme at the same time as they apply to the NZ Major Events Development
Fund where possible.
Application forms will need to be completed, including the provision of supporting documents as required to assess the potential
benefits for Auckland. These may include past event evaluations, feasibility reports and marketing plans. The team will be able to
support you through this process as necessary.

Contact
majorevents@aucklandnz.com
to arrange an initial meeting
with the Major Events Team

Phone discussion with Major
Events Team

Receive notification of
outcome

Begin bidding process if
applicable with support
from Auckland Unlimited

Work in partnership with
Auckland Unlimited EDM
and facilitator to plan and
leverage the event

Event delivery

Complete online application
with support and input from
Major Events Team

Begin contracting

Complete post-event
evaluation
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Information for applicants
Successful applicants will be required to enter into investment agreements
with Auckland Unlimited, which set out the key terms of the investment,
capture how the event will deliver on the agreed outcomes, and provide full
accountabilities for utilisation of Auckland Unlimited’s investment
(including audit).
The investment agreement will include details of how Auckland Unlimited will work in partnership with event organisers to maximise
the social and economic impacts for the region and minimise disruption or other negative outcomes.
All investment decisions, and the required contractual terms of any investment, are solely at Auckland Unlimited’s discretion. See more
detail on the Terms and Conditions here.
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Ngā mihi

aucklandnz.com/major-events

